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Endoscopic transconjunctival surgical approach to intraconal space of the orbit: First clinical experience
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A B S T R A C T

Background and purpose: Recently, a transconjunctival, endoscope-assisted (TEA) approach to the medial intra-orbital space was developed based on cadaver preparations, with an ultimate goal of minimizing disturbances of the anatomic structures of the orbit. However, no report on clinical validation of this promising technique was published thus far. We present our experiences with the TEA approach in two patients.

Material and methods: In emergency conditions, we approached the lateral retrobulbar space of a 42-year-old male through a 180° incision close to the corneal limbus; a scrap of metal, which had perforated the globe and resided at its posterior wall, was removed endoscopically. Moreover, we used the TEA approach to remove a tumor from the upper intraconal space in a 63-year-old woman.

Results: In both patients the surgical goal was achieved with no muscle transection and without additional morbidity and complications.

Conclusions: Our experiences with TEA approach suggest that the procedure is clinically feasible, produces no co-morbidity and yields good functional and cosmetic results. As a result, the whole circumference of the retrobulbar space can be conveniently explored.

© 2014 Polish Neurological Society. Published by Elsevier Urban & Partner Sp. z o.o. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Surgery of the orbit requires great precision and special care, in order to protect intra-orbital structures and preserve the aesthetics of the face. These goals are now more attainable than ever before due to advances in microsurgical techniques; nevertheless, inherent limitations of microsurgical approaches pertain to the need of bone excision to the extent sufficient for fair illumination of the operating field [1,2]. These factors do not limit endoscopic techniques and, with the advances in extended transnasal approaches, the entire skull base, including the orbit, could be approached endoscopically [3,4].

Transnasal endoscopic approach, through the lamina papyracea exposed with ethmoidectomy and sphenoidectomy, offers a convenient access to the medial and inferior part of the orbit. However, the procedure is technically demanding and, thus, not widespread: the hitherto published clinical material is restricted to case reports only, and very short clinical series focused on tumor biopsies, and decompression in orbital trauma or in endocrine orbitopathy [5–7].

Transnasal endoscopic approach to the medial intracranal space, limited by the optic nerve, medial rectus muscle and the eye bulb, becomes challenging if the target is localized within the anterior part of the orbit; this results from a very awkward transnasal trajectory to this region. Traditionally, the task befalls the ophthalmologist who approaches the pathology with microscopic transconjunctival medial orbitotomy in such situations [1,2,8–10]. However, penetration of this space with standard tools is also limited as the medial rectus muscle has to be detached/transsected and an array of critical structures behind the globe has to be pushed and displaced in order to reach the surgical target under microscopic view.

In 2008 Pillai et al. [11] published the results of an anatomical cadaveric study of endoscopic transconjunctival approach to the entire medial intracranal space through a 180° incision adjacent to the corneal limbus. Advantages of this technique include excellent visualization with neutral or angled optics, limited retraction/dissection of normal tissues, and avoiding detachment of the medial rectus. Surprisingly, no reports on practical application of this promising endoscopic approach to retrobulbar pathologies were published to date. Having a 7-year experience in endoscopic interventions within the orbit, we decided to use this technique in an emergency setting, for removing an intra-orbital metal foreign body, which traversed the eye bulb, and then for excision of an intraconal tumor in another patient. The aim of this study was to present technical aspects and unique possibilities offered by transconjunctival endoscopy-assisted (TEA) approach to the retrobulbar space.

2. Materials and methods

An endoscopic team, comprising of a neurosurgeon and otolaryngologist, was asked by the ophthalmologist on call for emergency intervention in a 42-year-old male. The patient was working with a hammer and has been hit by a 4-mm splinter of metal which pierced the inferomedial part of his left globe, with the inlet 2 mm from the corneal limbus and the outlet 5 mm inferolaterally to the optic nerve. His vision was present, but impaired to 5/50, and the motility of the globe was fully preserved. Fundoscopy revealed a small amount of blood in the vitreous body, near the outlet perforation, but the splinter itself was not visible. CT showed the metal scrap extending from the posterior wall of the eye bulb, which moved together with the globe on fluoroscopy (Fig. 1). After critically considering all possible options (magnet extraction, microscopic Krönlein orbitotomy), a decision was made to use the lateral TEA approach to reach the foreign body.

Typical 30° Hopkins II telescopes (18 cm, φ 4 mm, Karl Storz Endoscope), attached to an HD camera and connected to a standard xenon light source (Xenon Nova 175), were used. Most of manipulations were performed with free hand technique; only for some maneuvers, the telescope was attached to a holder and fixed. Only anatomical landmarks (lateral rectus muscle, optic nerve and eye bulb surface) could
be used for surgical guidance in the case of this patient; neuronavigation was ineffective, with the scrap moving with the eye globe.

The eyelids were retracted with a lid speculum and the inlet wound was sutured with two stitches. The procedure begun with 180° lateral incision close to the corneal limbus, and pulling away the elevated conjunctival Tenon flap as much laterally as possible with the help of stay sutures (Fig. 2). Additional stay sutures were placed on the insertion of the lateral and inferior rectus muscle, and the globe was gently rotated medially. Special care was taken not to compress the pierced globe. The team was prepared to perform lateral orbitotomy with an ultrasound bone cutter if excessive retraction proved necessary. Nevertheless, only pushing the intra-orbital content off the eye bulb with a spatula proved sufficient for creating a corridor up to the region of the optic nerve. A 30° telescope was introduced obliquely into this narrow retrobulbar space, with the tip of the endoscope pointing into medial direction behind the eye bulb. This was achieved without transection of the lateral rectus muscle. Knowing that the foreign body was stuck somewhere between the optic nerve and the lateral rectus muscle, the tissue was separated gently from the globe along this plane, to eventually visualize the outlet of the optic nerve and the tear (Fig. 3A). A small magnet was mounted on a clamp and the foreign body was removed under direct vision (Fig. 3B). The tear in the posterior wall of the eye bulb was sealed with a patch of Tachosil® (Nycomed Austria GmbH). The whole procedure was completed within 30 min by suturing of the conjunctiva.

Another patient, a 63-year-old female, suffered from double vision and left-sided exophthalmos. Her vision acuity was preserved, but motility of the globe was limited. CT and MRI showed an enhancing tumor (40 mm × 20 mm × 15 mm) localized in the upper supra- and retrobulbar space of the left orbit, adjacent to the globe (Fig. 4). Seemingly "easy" biopsy of the tumor proved unsuccessful on two attempts and therefore the patient was referred by the ophthalmological department to a neurosurgeon, with a plan to approach the lesion for biopsy with a more extensive transconjunctival incision and under a direct endoscopic guidance.

The procedure was performed under neuronavigation (Stealth Station Treon Plus, Medtronic, United States). The endoscopic instrumentation for this procedure was essentially the same as described above, but a 0° telescope was used instead of a 30° optic. After retraction of the eyelid, the TEA approach begun with a 180° incision of the conjunctiva along the superomedial corneal limbus. The conjunctival Tenon flap was elevated and pulled up with stay stitches to expose the
capsule of the tumor. This allowed to create a narrow space behind the eye bulb; after slipping in the telescope, the space was gently advanced backward, along the inner interface of the tumor, using blunt preparation. The upper rectus muscle was identified and separated from the tumor. Perfect visualization of the dissected tissues encouraged the operating team to pursue preparation along the whole circumference of the tumor capsule, all the time avoiding compression of the globe, as well as any damage of the intra-orbital fat, muscles and vascular structures. Total resection of the lesion, which eventually was diagnosed as pseudotumor, was achieved. The procedure took 40 min and was completed with suturing of the conjunctiva.

3. Results

The foreign body in the first patient was successfully removed with no need for transection of intra-orbital muscles; due to the use of angled optics and malleable tools we avoided excessive compression of the perforated eyeball. Furthermore, the use of endoscopic technique enabled us to achieve another important objective, i.e. sealing of the outlet wound with a patch of Tachosil. No new symptoms or functional deficits were observed postoperatively, and we did not note any deterioration of visual function. The vision was maintained at the initial level of 5/50, and the motility of the globe was fully preserved. Postoperative fundoscopy confirmed the presence of small amount of blood in the vitreous body, near the outlet perforation. Although we still consider vitrectomy, the procedure was postponed due to potential risk of Tachosil patch detachment; the patch, which seals the wound at the posterior aspect of the eye globe, could be detached due to an intraoperative increase in intraocular pressure during vitrectomy. Nevertheless, the cosmetic result of the surgery is good; although the conjunctiva was still somewhat irritated at 1 month after the procedure, the conjunctival scar was no longer discernible.

The biopsy, initially attempted in the second patient, eventually turned out to be a total removal of the tumor with preserved integrity and function of the orbital muscles and nerves. Double vision and left-sided exophthalmos resolved along with a decrease in postoperative edema. Vision acuity was fully preserved postoperatively and the motility of the globe resumed gradually. The cosmetic result, estimated a year after the procedure, was assessed as good as no visible conjunctival scar and only mild left-sided ptosis were documented.

Histopathologic examination confirmed an inflammatory character of the lesion, and no signs of tumor recurrence were documented on MRI performed a year after the procedure.

4. Discussion

Our experiences with the two hereby presented patients show that endoscopic transconjunctival approach to surgical management of intra-orbital retrobulbar pathologies is feasible and safe. However, it should be remembered that the problem might have been also resolved with traditional external lateral and superior transcranial orbitotomy in both cases [1,2,8–10]. Nevertheless, both patients were dealt with in a minimally
invasive way due to TEA approach, avoiding external skin incision/scarring and bone removal, which is known to increase the risk of enophthalmos. Another viable alternative could have been transconjunctival microsurgical approach, especially in the patient with orbital tumor. Compared to the latter technique, the main advantages of endoscopy include preservation of extraocular muscle integrity and function, as well as of minimizing the eye globe compression.

According to Pillai et al. [11], the endoscope-assisted direct approach to the retrobulbar space is mainly meant as a pathway to the medial intraconal space, predominantly for optic nerve decompression. We were forced to use this approach for lesions situated in the inferolateral and superior part of the orbit. Our hereby presented experiences suggest that the endoscopic exploration can be pursued in any direction along the curvature of the eye globe, in the retrobulbar space. During his/her maneuvers, the surgeon can respect the curvature of the eye globe much better than with a microscope (which, obviously, gives no possibility of looking “around the corner”); this results from use of angled optics and tilted/malleable tools. This virtue of the endoscopic technique proved crucial in the patient with perforated globe.

If the surgical target is adjacent to the posterior aspect of the globe, the transconjunctival endoscopic approach seems most direct and least invasive option. First of all, contrary to microsurgical technique, endoscopic exploration usually can be successfully executed avoiding extraocular muscle transection [11]. This minimizes the risk of postoperative ocular misalignment. Furthermore, relaxing incisions of the conjunctiva, sometimes necessary with microscopic approach, proved unnecessary in both our patients. Our findings are consistent with cadaveric preparation-based observations of Pillai et al. [11], according to whom endoscopic assist is beneficial in the preservation of the tiny capsule and septa that surround and stabilize the orbital fat. Leaving the fat undisturbed as much as possible is essential for both the comfort of surgery and its cosmetic and functional outcome. Importantly, we managed to pursue preparation along the anatomic planes and avoided fat prolapse in both our patients.

The idea of transconjunctival endoscopic approach to the orbit was originally based solely on a cadaveric study, and its clinical application has not been reported to date. Also our experience with the use of endoscopy in such a close vicinity to the eye globe and the optic nerve is very limited. Therefore, one should consider potential limitations of the method, among them still vastly unknown effects of excessive illumination and dissemination of heat from the tip of the endoscope. A recent study of thermal effects of endoscopy during skull base surgery documented an unexpectedly high local temperature excursions in these anatomically closed spaces [12]. Although these effects have not been studied during intra-orbital surgery, one must be cautious when working with an endoscope within artificially created narrow spaces along the surface of the eye globe and in close proximity to the optic nerve.

Although the data on the consequences of intensive exposition to light are limited, such effects could also appear with endoscopic maneuvers in a close vicinity to the eye and optic nerve. Therefore, great care must be exerted in order to protect the patient against potentially harmful effects of excessive light and temperature: any direct illumination of the globe, especially the iris, should be reduced by covering the vital structures with pads, frequent flushing of the operative field and, in particular, avoiding prolonged work under the telescope, which has been fixed in a holder. Finally, the endoscopic team must gain a certain level of technical proficiency before entering these regions of the orbit, to make the procedure as short as possible.

5. Conclusions

Our initial experiences with TEA approach suggest that the procedure is clinically feasible, produces no co-morbidity and yields good functional and cosmetic results. The whole circumference of the retrobulbar space can be conveniently explored with this approach. High proficiency of the surgical team and special care are indispensable, because the operating time must be reduced to a minimum, and the eye and the optic nerve must be incessantly protected against potentially harmful effects of heat and excessive illumination.
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